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The malicious one is haughty, violent and arrogant!
Unjust and hot-tempered!
It mistakes its next!
It is filled of hatred!
And he likes the wealths of this world!
It is lying and pompous itself!
It goes glory and testimony to itself!
It is persuaded that he is somebody!
It makes of sound nometde its spite, a fame!
And of its bad inclinations, a foundation!
It misleads its world and the world follows it!
It is with him that the world books its honors!
Whereas it torments the inhabitants of the ground!
And that it makes perish a great number!
Because of venom which it has in him!
It nourishes the hatred of the inhabitants of the ground!
He trails them in death!
Those which resemble to him, contemplate in its eyes!
The same hatred which live them!
And are happy!
They are same race!
Same nature!
They are brothers! They have the same father!
Liar, robber, murderer!
Violent one, assassin, adultery and rebel!
He is prince of the inaccuracy and the injustice!
He likes the disorder, and what is dirty!
He likes immorality in all the fields!
And although in life, he died for a long time!
And God will not raise it among deaths!
And it knows it!
This is why he wants to involve with him!
The greatest number!
He seeks to destroy you!
Cost what costs!
You which are right and right!
And whose glory is justified!
And which is somebody, some share!
Because of work of your heart!
You who knows these things!
Day before strongly, on your heart!
Do not let yourself allure!
The evil overcomes, In the name of the Lord Jesus-Christ King!
Lord and King of the lords!
At the centuries of the centuries! Amen!

Let us adore, the Eternal, Jesus-Christ, the Holy Spirit!
Our God! Our Holy Family!
And let us like our next deeply!
Because the Holy Day, from the Lord God the Almighty, comes!
Jesus-Christ Lord King, comes!
At the centuries of the centuries! Amen!
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